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Note on names
All personal names are indexed by the given name, with a cross-reference from the more significant family names of the Empire. Saints of the Orthodox Church are listed under their personal names where there is a reference to the historical personage, under “St.” where the name appears only as the title of a religious institution.

adelphopoiia see brotherhood
administration, imperial 3–4, 5–6, 61
changes in 6–10, 13–14, 31–4, 36–7, 38, 58
distinguished from political system 6
operational methods 102–3
see also bureaucracy; emperors; officials; taxation; names of emperors especially
Alexios I
Adrian Komnenos 109
Alexios I Komnenos, emperor 31, 75, 110–11, 148, 176–7
appointments of family members 31–4, 38
fiscal policy 12, 48, 51, 55, 63–5
military organization 12–13, 176
relations with foreign rulers 89
religious views/policy 133, 134
social/political reforms 12–13, 176–8
Anatolia 123
archaeological findings 42
Andronikos Doukas 33, 145–6, 161–2
Anna Dalassene 12
appeals, role in legal process 107–9, 147–9
Aratos see John
aristocracy
financial assets 84–5
types/structure 37–8
Armenian Church 132, 133
army
construction skills 42
payment/status of officers 24
qualities/failings 40, 41
role in governance 7–8, 41
social structure 73, 150

Asomatos see Phalakros
Asotios of Taron 30
Athanasios of Lavra, St. 113, 120, 150, 163
Attalidates see Michael
authority
acquisition/sources 117, 118, 136–7, 163, 167
defined 1
limitations 164
loss of 110
role of community in 149–51, 155–6, 167
surviving descriptions 36–7
Balkans 113
conflicts over 10, 11
Balsamon see Theodore
baptism, role in social alliances 87, 92
Basil I, emperor 38
Basil of Anysos (villager) 93
Basil of Latros (brother of St. Paul) 138
Beck, Hans-Georg 14, 17
Benjamin of Tudela 132
Botaneiates see Nikephoros III
bridges, building of 112, 113
brotherhood, ritual 87–8
Bulgaria 8, 9–10
bureaucracy, role in Empire 5–6, 36–6, 38
comparative to modern systems 34, 39
modern perceptions of 5, 31, 34–5
Cadasters see taxation: registers
ceramic industry 84
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ceremonial, role in Byzantine culture 14–15, 16, 82–3, 166, 172
in family alliances 87–8
see also titles, granting of
Chandrenos (logiatoros) 145–6
children
adoption 88–9
titles purchased for 26
Choirosphaktes see Michael Christodoulos of Katzari 54–5
Christodoulos of Patmos, St. 40, 128
churches, building of 126–30
Confraternity of Thebes 72–4, 81, 82, 83, 89
meetings 126, 127–8
surviving documentation/membership 73, 173–4
Constantine 1, emperor 31
Constantine VII, emperor 14, 16–7, 46
Book of Ceremony 14, 166, 172–3
Constantine IX Monomachos, emperor 144
Constantine X Doukas, emperor 52, 107–8
Constantine Leichoudes, patriarch 107–8
Constantine Lips 29
Constantine Phasoules 106–7
Constantinople
role in imperial power structure 7, 10, 31, 37, 100, 107, 109–10, 166–7
social conditions 81, 86
construction 122
materials, sources of 124
regulation 123–4, 125–6
see also fortification
corruption (in fiscal system) 27–8, 81, 104–5, 114
Court (imperial)
composition/hierarchy 15–16, 33–5, 37–8
officials, role/functions of 16–17, 20–1
see also titles
(2) location 31
Crime 8
crime, in provincial society 19–22
currency 9–10, 22–4
devaluation 9–10
reform 12
Dallascene see Anna
Demetrios, St., monastery of 93–4
Digenes Akritas 70
Disoknos of Aphrodito 170
disputes, means of conducting 137
community involvement 149–51, 155–6, 160
see also appeals; documents; litigation; location; violence
Doscheirion, monastery of 17–8, 141–7
Index
documents, legal
authority 147
challenges to 143–4
creation 142, 147
role in disputes 139–42
style/vocabulary 66, 142–3, 161–2, 169–70
Dometios, monastery of 138
Doukas see Andronikos; Constantine X;
Michael VII
dowry, legal status of 144–7
dues see documents, challenges to
economy, imperial 7–9, 11–12, 22, 23–4, 26, 47; see also taxation
Elpidios 23–6
emperor(s)
apointments policy 20–1, 28–30, 38–4, 85
breakdown of authority 136
foreign relations 11, 72
involvement in legal procedure 108–9, 110–21, 149
policy towards provinces 2, 3, 13, 41, 65, 129, 136, 163–4
role in court ceremony 5–6, 17–18, 19, 22–3, 166
role in financial administration 58, 60–4
social pre-eminence 80, 166
symbolic status 71–2
theological justification 44
see also Court; sovereignty; names of individual rulers
Empire see administrative structure;
bureaucracy; Constantinople; Court;
economy; emperors; provinces
Ephesus, bishop of 107, 121, 122
Euphimenos, monastery of 14–5, 114
Estates 49, 83–4
defined 80
imperial, role in economy 8, 9, 63
Eudokia (testatrix) 144–7, 161–2
Eunuchs 19
Euthymios of Peristerai 72
Euthymios of Studios 163
Euthymios of Tryphonos 54–5
family
imperial see under Alexios I
as social unit see nobs
fathers, role in family structure 69–70
fines, payment of 102, 103
fortification(s), as imperial prerogative/monopoly 41–2, 44, 115–6
Fourmont, Michel 122
friendship, role in social framework 90–2
false offers of 91–3
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Judges, role/responsibilities 100–1, 102, 103, 104–6, 116
Justinian I, emperor 37
Kais Pakoutanios 45
Kalida (testatrix) 144
Kastoria 116–7
Katakalon Keaumenos 176
Kaulband, Alexander 68, 94
Kekaumenos characteristics of text 174–175; 177–178
modern editions 175, 176
on family relationships 86–7
on finance 81–2, 120
on friendship 91–2, 176
on legal process 106, 148
on military matters 43, 44, 45, 51, 150, 164
on officials’ duties 81, 100, 104–5, 117
on service 74–6
on social interaction 73–4, 80, 116, 158–60
on tax system 49, 61, 114–15
on titles 28, 32
on travel 122
Ilaemat (abandoned lands) see under taxation
Koleon, monastery of 95, 96, 148
Komnenian era see under individuals rulers especially
Alexios I
Komnenos see Adrian; Alexis I; Isaac (I); Manuel
Krikorikios of Taron 29–30
Ktisas 27
Kynopodos, monastery of St. Demetrios of 142
Lacapenos see Romanos I
Land
fertility/taxability 66, 115–14
ownership 50, 51, 121–2, 176, 69, 116
transfer/confiscation 51–2, 55, 56, 62, 85
Larissa, rebellion in 166–7, 171–2, 165, 164; see also Nikoullitas
Lavra, monastery of 103–4, 114, 115
donations to 143–4, 148–9
see also Athanasius
law (Byzantine), principles-customs 101–2, 107;
see also documents; judges; litigation; Roman Empire
Lazaros of Mt. Galesion, St. 176
Lazareos, rebellion in 166–7, 171–2, 165, 164; see also Nikoullitas
Lazaretos, rebellion in 166–7, 171–2, 165, 164; see also Nikoullitas
Lazaretos, rebellion in 166–7, 171–2, 165, 164; see also Nikoullitas
Leohoudes see Constantine Lemerle, Paul 26, 176
Leo, bishop of Athens 43

Frontiers 2–3
Defence of 11
enemy raids/incursions 40–1, 51
Generals see army
George (monk) 131
George (notary) 33
George of Douchos (villager) 93
George Xenos 31–4
Georgia (testatrix) 144
Glykeria of Skyros 110, 119, 128, 139, 143, 144, 148–9
Godparents see baptism
Gregory (Lazaros’ biographer) 178
Gregory Pakoutanios 25, 43–4
Guiscard, Robert 10, 13
Hagiographies, as sources 177; see also under names of saints
Hagios Merkouzios, monastery of (Corfu) 126
al-Hakim, caliph 152
Hierissos (village) 61–2, 91, 96, 105
Household see oikos
Icons, role in fraternities/ceremonies 173–4
Ioannikios (monk) 33
Isaac I Komnenos, emperor 110
Isaac Komnenos, sebastokrator 33
Iviron, monastery of 31, 45, 51, 77, 108–9
Jacob Kalapatos, bishop 144
Jenkins, Romilly, Byzantium: The Imperial Centuries 13
Jews
expulsion from Sparta 134, 137, 139–43
expulsion from Western nations 131
Treatment under Empire 132–3
John I Tzimiskes, emperor 8, 41, 121–2, 163
John Aratos 115–5, 156
John (slavos/soiavnis) 103–4, 138
John Kaloktenes, bishop 123
John Lydias 15–16
John Malakenos 46
John Melidonos 23, 141
John of Iviron 108–9
John of Larissa, bishop 73
John of Skyros 110, 119, 139, 143, 148
John the Iberian 113
John the Metropolitan of Philipppi 105–6
John Xenos 82
Joseph of Philadelphia 128
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regulation(s) 111–2
role in rural communities 130–1
social/financial structure 23, 70–1, 89–90
taxation 63, 111, 112–13, 117–18
tenant peasantry 77
territorial disputes 66, 140–2, 157–8
see also names of specific institutions
Mount Galesion, monastery of see Lazaros
Mount Latros, monastery of see Ippolit
Mullett, Margaret 90, 92
Mu'tasim, Caliph 42
Nicholas, patriarch 40, 88
Nicholas, son of Agathon 52
Nicholas (doungarios) 128
Nicholas (provincial official) 105–6
Niketos Phokas, emperor 8, 73, 130, 172
Niketos Phokas III Botaneiates, emperor 31, 33
Niketos Phokas Melessenos 33
Niketos Phokas Ouranos 20, 168
Niketos (religious leader) 54
Niketas (provincial official) 167–8
Nikodemos (religious leader) 122–3, 134
Nikon, St. 177, 179
attacks on Jews 134, 137, 139, 153–6
events of life 46, 71, 80, 81, 113, 160, 165, 179
“miracles” ascribed to 19–20, 137, 139–3
monastery of 40, 97, 123, 125, 120–1, 124–5, 137–8, 147–8, 149, 140–1, 153
Nikonitzas, rebel 41, 166–7, 138, 151–2, 160, 164, 175
Nisibis, patriarch of 131
nobility, foreign/provincial: grants of titles to 11, 28–8, 89
Normans, conflicts with 10, 14–15
officials, administrative (imperial/provincial) conflicts of interest 101
personal appeals to 99, 105, 109, 112–15, 114, 218, 166–7
role in provincial society 100–1
shortcomings 105–7
titles/functions 12, 15
oskoumena (= husbandry/accommodation), as legal principle 101–2
Oskonomides, Nicholas 48, 176, 177
oskoumenia (household(s)) associations between 68, 83–98, 165–6
domestic structure 68, 69–70, 74–6, 94
implications of terminology 65–7
as metaphor for larger concepts 67, 69–72, 71, 77, 76, 77, 76–10, 188–16
religious practices 127–8
role in society 68–9, 110, 134–5, 177, 167
Orthodox Church as religion

entries

Leo VI, emperor 11, 24, 26–7, 28–30, 73, 88, 126, 131, 177–8
Leo (judge) 106–7
Liturvian, Gennadii 175, 176
literature (Byzantine) 162, 168
influence on legal texts 170
style/vocabulary 66–7, 80, 163, 165
litigation avoidance 103–7
communal 91–6
over titles 25–6
see also appeals; disputes; documents; location; violence
location, significance in legal process 109–10, 140–2
Luke of Syrii, St. 177, 178
events of life 40, 46, 51, 71, 74, 80, 105, 109, 120, 131, 178, 179
miracles 94
monastery of 130–1
Magdalino, Paul 13–14
Malakanos see John
Manichaean sect 126
Manuel I Komnenos, emperor 12
Manuel of Stroumitza, bishop 46
Manuel of Tekis 137–8
Maria Phasoules 89
Maria Phassoles 108–7
marriage, role in social fabric 87
Mastaura, archaeological findings at 123
Matthew, Gospel of 82
Mavro family 45–6, 97, 103, 109–10, 137
Melessenos see Nikiforos
Merciful Mother of God, monastery of 129
Mesopotamia 28–9
Metrphanes of Panteleimon 117–8
Michael IV “the Paphlagonian,” emperor 78–9
Michael VII Doukas, emperor 43
Michael Atteleiates 175–7
Michael Choirosphaktes 28
Michael (protopatharion), feud with Mavro 41–5, 97, 103, 109–10, 137
Michael Parillo 31–6, 36, 101
monasteries/monks
archives 168–9, 170
attitude to imperial judgments 136
criminal activities 120–2
entry options/requirements 118–9
fortification 43–4
foundations 128–30
public image 117, 162–3
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Ouranos see Nikephoros
ownership see land

Pakourianos see Gregory; Kale; Symbat
Pastelomno, monastery of 106–7, 110, 157–8
Papavasileiou, Epameinondas 123
paroikoi (rent-paying peasants) 76–7
textology 77
social advantages 97–8, 119
Patmos, monasteries on see Christodoulou;
St. John the Theologian
Paul of Lauros, Str. 177–8
events of life 134, 138–9
life 45–6, 71, 74, 80, 103
miracles 46
Paul of Munemvasia 122, 126
Paulician sect 133
peasantry 68
economic conditions 83–4 see also patroikoi; taxation; villages
Peter (monk) 14–5
Phalakros, monastery of 54
Phasoules see
Patmos, monastery of
Philadelphos, monastery of 108, 162
Philip (imperial official) 90
Philothoe 15, 16, 17–18, 19, 35, 179–80
Politian, daughter of Basil 91
Polycyrgos, monastery of 62
population of Empire 9, 51
transfers of 41
Pothos, general 46
power
legal definitions 79–80, 85–6
public perceptions 80–4
property see land
provinces
administrative structure 100–1, 103
conquest/acquisition 7, 8, 28–9
“core,” see: outlying 2–3, 11, 46
geographical disposition 7
relationship with Empire 2, 3, 39–40, 46–7, 65, 99, 118, 166–7 (see also Empires)
social events/customs 81
social organisation/hierarchy 2, 3, 39–40, 69–70, 99–100, 119, 135–6, 156–7, 167
Perillos see Michael
Radochastos (village) 96
rebellion(s) 44, 116–17
assumptions of 45–7
reprisals 44–5
see also Larissa
relationships, role in Byzantine culture/writing 66, 67, 165; see also family; nichos
religion
conversions 113–4
legislation 131, 133
minorities, treatment under Empire 131–4
Orthodox practices 126, 130–1
relationship with law 102, 161–2
see also churches
ritual see ceremonial
Roger II of Sicily 173
Roman Empire
family law 88
influence on Byzantine legal system 93, 100, 169–70
land/tax laws 10–1, 54
town planning 123
Romanus I Lacapenos, emperor 50, 53
social legislation 79, 81–6
Romanos III, emperor 21–2
Romanos Laziarios 145
Roudban, monastery of 96
Roueché, Charlotte 176
St. Hypatios, monastery of 72, 107
St. John the Theologian, monastery of 168–9
St. Sabas, monastery of 118
salaries, payment of 24–5, 35; see also under army; emperor, role in court ceremony;
titles “sandaled senate” 15–16, 31
Saranic influence, as defence 162
seals 36
nature of inscriptions 19–20
as research tool 31–2, 38
Seljuk Turks, conflict with 10–11, 13, 40, 63
Senachereim see Theodore
Sergios, patriarch 108
service, rights/obligations of 73–6
Siderokousa (village) 95, 148
silk industry 84
Skylitzes (historian) 49
Skyros, bishop of 129, 138, 139, 143, 148–9
Skyros, monastery of see Glykeria; John
devotion see service
Slavic tribes/religion 133
social events/gatherings 81
society (Byzantine), organisation/structure 78
appropriate behaviour, importance of 156–7, 163, 167
mobility, role of 78–9, 163
status, attainment/markers of 78, 82–5, 86
status, loss of 81–2
see also provinces
sovereignty, imperial 39–40
architectural symbols of 41–2
means of maintaining 46–7, 166
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Pakourianos see Gregory; Kale; Symbat
Pastelomno, monastery of 106–7, 110, 157–8
Papavasileiou, Epameinondas 123
paroikoi (rent-paying peasants) 76–7
textology 77
social advantages 97–8, 119
Patmos, monasteries on see Christodoulou;
St. John the Theologian
Paul of Lauros, Str. 177–8
events of life 134, 138–9
life 45–6, 71, 74, 80, 103
miracles 46
Paul of Munemvasia 122, 126
Paulician sect 133
peasantry 68
economic conditions 83–4 see also patroikoi; taxation; villages
Peter (monk) 14–5
Phalakros, monastery of 54
Phasoules see
Patmos, monastery of
Philadelphos, monastery of 108, 162
Philip (imperial official) 90
Philothoe 15, 16, 17–18, 19, 35, 179–80
Politian, daughter of Basil 91
Polycyrgos, monastery of 62
population of Empire 9, 51
transfers of 41
Pothos, general 46
power
legal definitions 79–80, 85–6
public perceptions 80–4
property see land
provinces
administrative structure 100–1, 103
conquest/acquisition 7, 8, 28–9
“core,” see: outlying 2–3, 11, 46
geographical disposition 7
relationship with Empire 2, 3, 39–40, 46–7, 65, 99, 118, 166–7 (see also Empires)
social events/customs 81
social organisation/hierarchy 2, 3, 39–40, 69–70, 99–100, 119, 135–6, 156–7, 167
Perillos see Michael
Radochastos (village) 96
rebellion(s) 44, 116–17
assumptions of 45–7
reprisals 44–5
see also Larissa
relationships, role in Byzantine culture/writing 66, 67, 165; see also family; nichos
religion
conversions 113–4
legislation 131, 133
minorities, treatment under Empire 131–4
Orthodox practices 126, 130–1
relationship with law 102, 161–2
see also churches
ritual see ceremonial
Roger II of Sicily 173
Roman Empire
family law 88
influence on Byzantine legal system 93, 100, 169–70
land/tax laws 10–1, 54
town planning 123
Romanus I Lacapenos, emperor 50, 53
social legislation 79, 81–6
Romanos III, emperor 21–2
Romanos Laziarios 145
Roudban, monastery of 96
Roueché, Charlotte 176
St. Hypatios, monastery of 72, 107
St. John the Theologian, monastery of 168–9
St. Sabas, monastery of 118
salaries, payment of 24–5, 35; see also under army; emperor, role in court ceremony;
titles “sandaled senate” 15–16, 31
Saranic influence, as defence 162
seals 36
nature of inscriptions 19–20
as research tool 31–2, 38
Seljuk Turks, conflict with 10–11, 13, 40, 63
Senachereim see Theodore
Sergios, patriarch 108
service, rights/obligations of 73–6
Siderokousa (village) 95, 148
silk industry 84
Skylitzes (historian) 49
Skyros, bishop of 129, 138, 139, 143, 148–9
Skyros, monastery of see Glykeria; John
devotion see service
Slavic tribes/religion 133
social events/gatherings 81
society (Byzantine), organisation/structure 78
appropriate behaviour, importance of 156–7, 163, 167
mobility, role of 78–9, 163
status, attainment/markers of 78, 82–5, 86
status, loss of 81–2
see also provinces
sovereignty, imperial 39–40
architectural symbols of 41–2
means of maintaining 46–7, 166
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Sparta, archaeological findings 124, 127; see also

Theodora

Stephen Chrysodokakilos 33

Svatoslav of Kiev 8

Symeon Metaphrastes 177–8

Symeon of Xenophon 33

Theoktistos (religious leader) 7

Territorial gains/losses see

Themata

Thebes

Themistokles see John I

Vatopedi, monastery of 107–8, 140, 162

Taxes

administrative definition 94

common land 96–7

migrations between 93

modern studies of 68–9, 93–4

social structure 93–7

violence, recourse to 107–9, 110–1

Volition, treatment in legal documents 142–7, 169–70

wars, imperial involvement in 10–11, 12–13

wealth, relationship with social status 83–5

Western Europe (laws/culture), relationship with 83

Byzantine system 1, 31, 78

witnesses, role in legal process

vocation

Xenophon, monastery of 88

Zoe Karbonopsina 88

Theology see religion

Theophylact (monk) 108

Theophylact of Ohrid, bishop 63, 90–1, 159,

Thessalonike, town/monastery 12, 103, 126,

Thomian of Lesbo 74

Taxes

financial rewards/obligations 11, 17, 21–3,

24–8, 84, 88

granting of 17, 18, 19, 28–31

multiple 20

social/political significance 28, 76, 86, 100,

166

type/ranking structure 18–19, 32–3, 35, 169

towns

layout 113–6, 117

tents 84

Tzimiskes see John I

Vatopedi, monastery of 107–8, 140, 162

Villages

administrative definition 94

common land 96–7

migrations between 93

modern studies of 68–9, 93–4

social structure 93–7

violence, recourse to 107–9, 110–1

wars, imperial involvement in 10–11, 12–13

wealth, relationship with social status 83–5

Western Europe (laws/culture), relationship with

Byzantine system 1, 31, 78

women, role in household/society 70, 72–3, 159

wealth, relationship with social status 93–7

violence, recourse to 107–9, 110–1

wars, imperial involvement in 10–11, 12–13

wealth, relationship with social status 83–5

Western Europe (laws/culture), relationship with

Byzantine system 1, 31, 78

women, role in household/society 70, 72–3, 159

Xenophon, monastery of see Symeon

Zoe Karbonopsina 88
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Sparta, archaeological findings 124, 127; see also

Theodora

Stephen Chrysodokakilos 33

Svatoslav of Kiev 8

Symeon Metaphrastes 177–8

Symeon of Xenophon 110–11, 149

Sympathia see tax exemptions/rebates

Taron 29–30

tax(ation) 59, 47–64

of abandoned lands 40–1, 50–1, 53, 62

assessment methods 47–8, 55, 57, 60, 70,

111–14

basic principles 50, 53

changes/developments in 47–50, 58, 63–4,

111–16

collection 114–15, 172

delegation (pronoia) 48–9, 72

evasion 116–17

exemptions/rebates 112–13

farming 49

inconsistencies of system 59–61

jurisdiction 53–4

officers 111–12, 115

problems of 47, 61–3, 64–5, 171–2

registers 47, 48, 53, 55–7, 57, 58–9, 60, 63–4,

83, 93, 112, 171–2

rural communitities 62–3, 93–4, 95–4

territorial gains/losses see provinces:

conquest/loss

Thebes

archaeological findings 123, 117

Cadaster of 171–2, 177

themata 7–8

Theodore Balsamon 88–9

Theodore Kladen 77

Theodore Leobachos 178

Theodore Saintacherem 73, 110–11

Theodosia (monk) 90

Theodosia of Vatopedi 107–8

Theoknitos (religious leader) 54